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Abstract
We consider problems in which we try to cover a given set of points (or a maximum number of them) with a given polygon.
To solve these problems we use a new type of diagram that captures point-containment information for scalable, rotated, and/or
translated versions of convex polygons. For a given polygon P and a contact point q in a point set S, the diagram parameterizes
possible translations, rotations, and scales of P in order to represent containment regions for every other point v ∈ S. We present
geometric and combinatorial properties of this diagram, and describe how it can be computed and used in the solution of several
geometric matching problems. The latter have direct applications to object recognition and tolerancing problems in manufacturing.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a set of points in the plane and a convex polygon, we consider problems in which the goal is to cover the
points (or a maximum number of them) with the given polygon. Depending on the specific problem, we allow the
polygon to be translated, rotated, scaled, or any combination of the above.
The problem of covering a set of points using a planar shape is a well-studied area of research in computational
geometry. It is important both from the theoretical and practical points of view. For example, suppose we have a
geometric description of the cross-section of some object, possibly an object to be manufactured. Furthermore, we
also have a set of points that comes from sampling, using a coordinate measuring device, a cross-section of the
surface of an actual physical object. We want to check if the set of points from the sampled physical object matches
the geometric model description. One way to do this is to cover the points with the geometric model. In order to do
this, we need to translate the model and rotate it.
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like to measure the difference(s) between the physical object (given as a set of sample points) and the model. We want
to find the optimum scaling that the model needs to undergo (together with some translation and rotation of it) in order
to cover the points, which will allow us to determine whether the manufactured object is within a specified tolerance.
In this paper we define tools that assist in solving such coverage problems. We show how to build and analyze them,
as well as give examples of how to use them.
1.1. Related work
One set of problems that has received considerable attention in the literature of computational geometry is the
placement of a polygon (or a polygonal annulus region) so that it contains a given point set (or a subset of it). Prob-
lem variants include placement of a polygon by translation only [5,10], placement by translation and rotation [3,7], or
placement allowing some geometric transformation [ibid.] (such as scaling, offsetting, or perspective transformations).
Optimization variants of the problem include maximization of the number of contained points as well as minimization
of the size of the polygon (or polygonal annulus) [2,3,7,9] by either scaling or offsetting. Solutions to these problems
have numerous applications in areas such as pattern matching, object recognition, geometric tolerancing in manufac-
turing, and robot localization [8,11,12]. Similar problems in the context of convex and nonconvex polygons, and in
two dimensions as well as three and higher dimensions, have also been studied.
One such problem, that of finding a translation and rotation of a convex polygon P that maximizes the number of
contained points from an input set S, was studied by Dickerson and Scharstein [7]. As part of their solution they pre-
sented the so-called rotation diagram.1 The translation–rotation diagram RP,q represents all possible placements of a
convex polygon P in contact with a particular point q ∈ S. This two-dimensional diagram parameterizes translations
along one axis, and rotations along the other axis. For every other point v ∈ S, the diagram has a region Rv of all place-
ments of P containing v. The cited work describes the combinatorial and geometric properties of translation–rotation
diagrams. The complete diagram with all such regions contains the necessary information to solve several placement
problems for the polygon P and associated annulus regions. For example, the placement of P , that contains the maxi-
mum number of points from S and is in contact with a particular point q ∈ S, can be found in O(n2m2 log(nm)) time,
where n is the cardinality of S and m is the complexity of P . This is accomplished by searching RP,q for the deepest
area in the arrangement of regions.
In [7], and also in the current work, the diagrams emphasize placements of a polygon that are in contact with
some point of the point set. This is because any not-in-contact placement of the polygon that optimizes some
point-containment problem can be modified to an in-contact placement without altering the set (or subset) of points
contained in the polygon.
1.2. Our contributions
In this paper we first explore polygon placements that allow scaling and are limited to translation-only. In particular,
we present a two-dimensional containment diagram similar in nature to that of [7], but representing translation and
scale instead of translation and rotation.
In an early version of this paper [4], we described several combinatorial and geometric properties of the containing
regions, and analyzed the complexity of the complete translation–scale diagram. In this paper we show more properties
of the diagram, demonstrate how to compute it, and solve some of the problems described in [4] more efficiently or
with less preprocessing time. We then also explore translation–scale–rotation diagrams. These diagrams capture the
different ways of covering the point set using translation, scale, and rotation. We show that the complexity of this
diagram is O(n3m4), and that it can be computed in O(n3m4 log(nm)) time.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the translation–scale diagram. Then, in Sections 3
and 4 we describe its properties and how to compute it, respectively. In Section 5 we give some of its applications. In
Section 6 we review the translation–rotation diagram [7], as an introduction to the translation–scale–rotation diagram
1 The rotation diagram of [7] might more appropriately have been called the translation–rotation diagram. For clarity, we use the latter name in
this paper.
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respectively. We end with some concluding remarks in Section 10.
2. The translation–scale diagram
We begin with a description of our diagram. We want to create a diagram DP,q that represents translations and
scales of a given polygon P . Specifically, we represent all translations that keep P in contact with a given point q ∈ S.
For scalings of the polygon, the point q is also used as the center of scaling. That is, we have a two-dimensional
diagram that represents along the x-axis all translations of P in contact with q , and represents along the y-axis the
factors by which P can be scaled (larger or smaller), maintaining contact with the same point, q .
For each other point v ∈ S, v = q , we have a region Rv in DP,q that corresponds to these scales and translations
of P that contain v. Actually, rather than parameterizing the scaling factor α of the polygon P , the diagram DP,q
parameterizes the inverse 1/α, which is equivalent to scaling the entire plane by α while leaving P unscaled. Parame-
terizing the scaling of the plane rather than of the polygon P results in regions Rv that are x-monotone polygons, as
we show in Section 3.1.
Furthermore, although the polygon (and conversely, the plane) can be scaled in size by any factor from 0 to ∞, we
would like our diagram to be finite along both axes. This is achievable without loss of information. We simply note
that if the polygon P is scaled by a small-enough factor α (equivalently, if the plane is scaled by a large-enough factor
1/α), no point of S (other than q) will be contained by any translation of P in contact with q . Thus, all but a finite
range of scales can be ignored with no loss of information.
To summarize more formally, we parameterize the two dimensions of the diagram as follows:
(1) The horizontal axis of DP,q is a parameterization of the circumference of the polygon (in clockwise order): each
point on the horizontal axis represents a translation of P , putting that particular point of P on q . (The polygon
P keeps the same rotational orientation while sliding around point q .) In this way our diagram represents all
translations of P in contact with q .
(2) The vertical axis of DP,q is parameterized from 0 to A, where A is the maximum for all v ∈ S (with v = q) of the
ratio d(v, q)/wvq(P ). Here d(v, q) is the Euclidean distance from v to q , and wvq(P ) is the width of polygon P
in the direction −→vq . Thus, a point at height β on the vertical axis corresponds to a scaling factor β = 1/α of the
plane or to the scaling factor 1/β = α of P . Any scale of the plane larger than A contains no points.
We have a special case at the bottom line of the diagram, which corresponds to the plane being scaled to 0 and
the polygon P being scaled to ∞. Here, we must deal with the limit as the scale of the polygon approaches ∞. The
definition of containment in this case is as follows. Let P be placed such that q is on an edge e of P but not on a
vertex. The line through e defines a pair of halfplanes, one of which, call it He,P , contains P . In this case we say that
P contains a point v when the plane is scaled to 0 if and only if v is in He,P . Similarly, if P is placed such that a
vertex p of P is on q , then we consider the halfplanes He1,P and He2,P to be defined by both edges e1 and e2 of P
incident to p and containing P . A point v is contained by this placement of P when the plane is scaled to 0 if and
only if v is in both halfplanes He1,P and He2,P .
Fig. 1 shows an example of the translation–scale diagram. Fig. 1(a) shows a set of four points and a convex 8-gon
sliding in contact with a point q , which belongs to the set. Fig. 1(b) shows the diagram that corresponds to the polygon
and to the point set. The diagram contains a region Rv for each point v ∈ S other than q . Note that the left side of the
diagram associates with the right side. That is, a translation of 0 is equivalent to a translation of C, where C is the
circumference of P .
3. Properties of the translation–scale diagram
3.1. Shape
We now present some geometric and combinatorial properties of the translation–scale diagrams DP,q . In the fol-
lowing, we let the polygon P have m vertices, S have n points, and the right and left edges of DP,q are associated.
Some containment regions may be split in two by arbitrarily choosing which point on P is mapped to translation 0
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Fig. 1. The translation–scale diagram of an 8-gon and a 4-point set. (a) A point set and a polygon. (b) The diagram.
by our parameterization. In Fig. 1(b), the region corresponding to point v is split into two. By treating the diagram as
wrapping around at the right end, we also handle these split regions as if they were continuous.
Pictorially, each region Rv is a “mountain” with no overhanging cliffs (see Fig. 1(b)). Going from left to right, the
trail first climbs until it reaches the summit, then it descends. That is, the upper boundary of Rv is always seen from
the bottom of the region. The following theorem states this more formally.
Theorem 1. Every region Rv in DP,q is an x-monotone polygon and exactly two vertices of Rv lie on the horizontal
axis (at scale 0) at locations corresponding to vertices of P . Every region is also y-monotone.
Proof. Let t be any point on the boundary of P , and equivalently, the corresponding translation on the horizontal axis
of the diagram DP,q . For any vector −→qv and point t on P , define wqv,t (P ) to be the width of P at location t in parallel
to −→qv. That is, if the vector −→qv, placed at t , points toward the interior of the polygon, then wqv,t (P ) is the length of the
segment obtained as the intersection of the line through q, v and the polygon P . Otherwise, if the vector −→qv, placed
at t , points toward the exterior of P , then wqv,t (P ) = 0.
For any point v ∈ S, we can think of the boundary of P as divided into two chains. The lower chain corresponds
to those points of ∂P (the boundary of P ) from which −→qv points inward toward P , and the upper chain corresponds
to the points of ∂P from which −→vq points inward toward P . The vertices of the polygon that are antipodal in the
direction orthogonal to −→qv are the endpoints of both chains. In case P has an edge (or two edges) parallel to −→qv, the
endpoints of the chains are the vertices on those edges that are the farthest away in direction −→vq . For any point t on
the upper chain of P , wqv,t (P ) = 0. Fig. 2 shows the upper and lower chains (U and L, respectively) of a polygon,
which correspond to the direction −→qv.
Observe that the height of a region Rv in DP,q at translation t is simply the ratio wqv,t (P )/d(q, v), as its inverse
d(q, v)/wqv,t (P ) corresponds to the amount by which the polygon needs to be scaled so that v is on the boundary of
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P . In other words, this is the largest scale of the plane such that v is still contained in P when P is translated to t .
(That is, t identifies with q .)
Now take any such vector −→qv and sweep it across P in a direction perpendicular to −→qv. In particular, consider
moving t in a clockwise direction along the lower chain of P , and consider the vector −→qv put at t . The function
w−→qv,t (P ) is first monotonically increasing and then monotonically decreasing, as t moves along the lower chain (−→qv
is swept across P ). In fact, this width function of P in direction −→qv at location t on the boundary of P , when scaled by
1/d(q, v), gives us precisely the region Rv in DP,q . All of the properties of the lemma follow from this observation.
Put differently, the x-monotonicity of any region Rv follows from the fact that if an α-scaled version of P can be
translated so as to (a) maintain contact with a point q , and (b) cover another point v, then any scaled version P by a
factor α′ > α has the same property.
The y-monotonicity of any region Rv follows from the fact that the function w−→qv,t (P ), as a function of t , is first
monotonically increasing and then monotonically decreasing, since every horizontal line can intersect w−→qv,t (P ) at
most twice. 
Theorem 1 states that every region in the diagram is x-monotone, but it is not necessarily convex. The following
theorem tells us by how much a region can deviate from being convex.
Theorem 2. The supremum of the internal angle between consecutive segments along the boundary of a region in a
translation–scale diagram is 5π/4.
Proof. We first show how the claimed maximum is asymptotically attainable. Refer to polygon P1 in Fig. 3(a).
The distance between points 1 and 4 is one unit. Let the distance between points 1 and 2 be ε. Although it is not
seen in the drawing, point 3 is just above the middle of the line connecting points 2 and 4. Thus, the polygon P1 is a
convex quadrilateral.
We now compute the region of a point v in the diagram of a point q . We choose v such that if we put the vector
−→qv on point 2, it will cross the polygon P1 between points 3 and 4, infinitesimally close to point 3. We refer to the
intersection point as 2′.
Consider the translation–scale diagram of P1 shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that the horizontal distance in the diagram
between points 1 and 2 is ε. Therefore, by decreasing ε we can make points 1, 2′, and 4 almost collinear in the
diagram. The distance between points 2 and 3 is about the same as the distance between points 2 and 2′, which is the
width of polygon P1 at point 2 in the direction −→qv, so  22′3 = π/4. The supremum of  42′2 is π , so the supremum
of  42′3 is 5π/4.
We can assume, without loss of generality, that the maximum angle occurs in the right (descending) part of the
diagram. (The argument for the case in which the maximum angle occurs in the left (ascending) part is identical.)
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Fig. 3. A concave translation–scale diagram. (a) Polygon P1. (b) Translation–scale diagram of P1. (c) A fragment of polygon P2. (d) The diagram
fragment respective of the polygon fragment in (c).
It is important to note that passing a vertex in the upper chain cannot create concavities, since the polygon is
convex. Hence, when we reach a vertex in the upper chain, the new slope is always larger than the previous slope.
Thus, the only way to create a concavity is by reaching a vertex in the lower chain, e.g., vertex 2 in Fig. 3(b).
Our next goal is to show that the value of 5π/4 cannot be exceeded. We set the vector −→qv to be parallel to the
x-axis, pointing to the right. The fragment of the polygon P2 in Fig. 3(c) with the vector −→qv gives the region fragment
shown in Fig. 3(d).
Our aim is to maximize the term α + β + π/2. We advance along P2 in a clockwise direction. The symbol d
denotes the slope of the region’s boundary before point a, so that tan(α) = d . When we leave a and advance one unit
of distance, the negative effect of the upper chain on the height of the region is d cos(φ), while the negative effect of
the lower chain is sin(φ). Together we have tan(β) = 1/(sin(φ) + d · cos(φ)). When d < 1, the inequality α < π/4
holds and we cannot reach the maximum. Assume, then, that d  1. The angle α can be set infinitesimally close to
(but below) π/2 by increasing d . Obviously, φ  π ; otherwise, the polygon would not be convex. Moreover, φ < π/2;
otherwise, a would be the last point in the lower chain and a′ would be on the x-axis (β = 0).
To maximize β , we minimize the function f (φ) = sin(φ) + d cos(φ). Elementary calculus shows that there is
an extreme (maximum) point of f at tan−1(1/d). In addition, the endpoints of the domain, 0 and π/2, are also
extreme points that we need to check. We have f (0) = d , f (π/2) = 1, and for all d  1, f (tan−1(1/d)) 1. Thus,
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Fig. 4. A two-sided concave translation–scale diagram. (a) Polygon P . (b) Translation-scale diagram of P .
the minimum of f , and, hence, the maximum of β , is achieved at φ = π/2. Therefore, tan(β) = 1 and the maximum
possible value for β is π/4, irrespective of the value of d . Thus, the internal angle is bounded from above by 5π/4. 
Note that we can have the maximal angle on both sides of the diagram as shown in Fig. 4. In this example, points 1
and 2 are asymptotically close to each other, and when −→qv is put on point 1, it points just above point 5.
3.2. Complexity
Lemma 3. Rv has m edges, for every point v ∈ S.
Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 1 with the additional observation that as −→qv sweeps across P , the
only critical events, where the width does not change linearly, are when −→qv sweeps through a vertex of P . Note that
the vertices of Rv are all the points on the lower chain of P where the line parallel to −→qv passes through a vertex of P
on either chain of P . 
In fact, by using the proof of Theorem 1 we can be even more specific. Each vertex of P corresponds to exactly
one vertex of Rv . The vertices corresponding to those of the upper chain of P appear in counterclockwise order from
left to right along the top of Rv , while the vertices corresponding to the lower chain of P appear in clockwise order
along the top of Rv . The two vertex lists that correspond to the two chains of P are interleaved in Rv .
This order is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). In the diagram, we have marked with a vertical line each location on the
horizontal axis corresponding to a vertex of P . The upper boundary of region Rv has a vertex at each vertical line that
it intersects. These vertices correspond to vertices on the lower chain of P with respect to v and are not labeled. The
additional (labeled) vertices are those corresponding to vertices on the upper chain of P .
The preceding theorems describe what a single region Rv looks like. The following theorems describe the com-
plexity of the intersections of regions.
Theorem 4. Discounting the intersections along the bottom line of the diagram corresponding to scale 0, the bound-
aries of any two regions Rvi and Rvj in DP,q (for i = j ) have at most one intersection that can be either a point or a
continuous line segment.
Proof. An intersection of Rvi and Rvj in DP,q corresponds to a translation and scale of P in which vi , vj , and q are
all on its boundary. Not counting the anomaly of scaling the entire plane to size 0, for general-position points there
can be at most one such translation–scale pair for which this is true. If any two of v, w, and q are collinear on a line
parallel to an edge of P , then this intersection may be a line segment. 
Theorem 4 tells us that there are O(n2) intersections between the boundaries of the regions. We now show that this
bound is tight in the worst case.
Theorem 5. The number of intersections between boundaries of regions is (n2) in the worst case.
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Proof. To show the lower bound, we will use as the polygon an axis-parallel square. Its vertices are a, b, c, d in a
clockwise order, where the vertex a is closest to the origin (see Fig. 5). Let n be odd. We have two sets of points
(directions), both of size (n − 1)/2. The first set contains directions with slopes slightly larger than π/4. Their
translation–scale regions start at the vertex d , go up to the vertex c, continue horizontally to the vertex a, and go
down to their ends in the vertex b. The second point set contains directions slightly larger than −π/4. Their regions
start at vertex a, go up to d , continue horizontally to b, and go down to c. It is easy to see that the regions of every
pair of points of different sets intersect. The claim follows. 
Theorem 6. Let the edge ei of the region Ri intersect the edge ej of the region Rj at a point x in DP,q . Let Ri be the
region whose boundary is below the boundary of Rj , to the right of x. Then, the edge ei corresponds to an edge of P
between two vertices of the upper chain of P farther than the vertices of ej (in a clockwise order).
Proof. If the boundary of Ri is descending in x while the boundary of Rj is ascending in x, then the lemma holds
because P is convex. Assume, then, that both boundaries descend at x. The same argument applies if both boundaries
ascend. In either case the edge of P that corresponds to ei is steeper (that is, it has a larger slope) than the edge of P
that corresponds to ej . Again, the lemma holds since P is convex. 
Theorem 7. The intersection of any subset of regions in DP,q is x-monotone and its complexity is O(m). If it is
nonempty, then one of its edges lies on the base of the diagram.
Proof. There are two types of vertices on the boundary of the intersection of regions: vertices of one of the original
regions, and introduced vertices that are the intersections of the boundaries of two (or more) regions. At each point
on the horizontal axis corresponding to a vertex of P , there is a vertex in the intersection region. These correspond
to vertices on the lower chain and contribute O(m) vertices to the intersection. By Lemma 3 and Theorem 6, each
vertex in an upper chain appears as a vertex in the intersection at most once, with at most one new intersection vertex
between each pair, for a total of O(m) vertices. Since every region is x-monotone and has an edge on the base of the
diagram (by Theorem 1), so does the intersection of the regions (unless it is empty). 
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We are now ready to specify the complexity of the entire diagram—that is, the total number of vertices and inter-
sections between regions. There are n regions, each of complexity m for a total of nm features. By Theorem 4, a pair
of regions can intersect at most once, so the total number of intersections between regions is O(n2). Theorem 5 shows
us that this bound is attainable. Thus, we have:
Theorem 8. For any convex polygon P and point set S, the complexity of DP,q is (n(n+m)) in the worst case.
4. Computing the translation–scale diagram
In this section we present several alternatives for computing the translation–scale diagram. Assume, as before, that
P is a convex polygon with m vertices, S is a set of n points, and that we wish to compute DP,q for some point q ∈ S.
We can construct a full (explicit) description of DP,q in O(n(n+m) log (nm)) time by using a standard line-sweep
technique. We assume that the diagram is represented as a doubly-connected edge list (abbreviated DCEL; see [6,
§2]) or by an equivalent data structure, and we store depth information for each region of the diagram. The creation
of each region requires O(m) time, and then we invoke a line-sweep procedure with n(n+m) events.
We also present two superior methods for building the diagram. These two approaches show a trade-off between
the values of n and m.
Theorem 9. We can compute the diagram in O(n(n+m log (nm))) time.
Proof. Instead of a line-sweep procedure, we apply Balaban’s optimal O(N logN + K)-time algorithm for line-
segment intersection [1], in which N is the number of line segments and K is the number of intersections. In our setting
N = nm and K = n2; hence, we obtain the time complexity O(nm log (nm)+ n2) = O(n(n+m log (nm))). 
Alternatively, we can exploit the structure of segments in the region boundaries and avoid the (logm) factor.
Theorem 10. We can compute the translation–scale diagram in O(n(n+m) logn)) time.
Proof. This computation is performed by using the line-sweep method. The events of the sweep are the vertices of the
region boundaries and their intersection points. First, we calculate in O(n logm) time the left endpoints of the regions
and sort them in O(n logn) time according to their x coordinates. These points are the initial events.
When we reach an event v that is a vertex of the boundary of a region, we simply replace the line segment sl , which
is to the left of v, by the line segment sr , which is to the right of v. We then add the right endpoint of sr to the event
queue. We also check whether sr intersects its (at most) two neighbors along the sweep line. If it does, we add the
intersection point to the event queue.
When we reach an event that is an intersection point, we check if the intersecting line segments intersect their new
neighbors after switching their order along the sweep line. If there are such intersection points, we add them to the
event queue. There are n line segments along the sweep line, each of which is responsible for at most two events at
any point in time. Thus, the size of the event queue at all times is O(n), and we spend O(logn) time on each event.
Overall, there are O(n(n+m)) events. Summing everything up, we obtain the time complexity O(n logm+ n logn+
n(n+m) logn) = O(n(n+m) logn). 
The last two algorithms become comparable when n = (m). The algorithm of Theorem 10 is the preferred one
when n = o(m) and worse when n = ω(m).
Note that all these algorithms can, in the claimed running times, build the translation–scale diagram as a data
structure containing both a DCEL structure and a set of lists that represent portions of region boundaries.
5. Geometric applications of the translation–scale diagram
We now highlight some geometric applications of the translation–scale diagram.
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such that there is a translation of P in contact with q and containing the entire point set S.
We are looking in DP,q for the highest point of
⋂
v∈S\{q} Rv (the area of maximum depth in the arrangement
of regions of all points except q). This intersection is nonempty if and only if q is on the convex hull of S. To
find the intersection, or to determine that it is empty, we traverse the bottom of the diagram (the horizontal axis
corresponding to the scale α = 0) looking for a region of depth n − 1. By Theorem 7, we know that the intersection
region of maximum depth has a segment along the bottom of the diagram. This search can be done in O(m) time,
since only the vertices along the bottom of the diagram correspond to the m vertices of P in the parameterization of
the circumference. If the maximum depth of the deepest region is less than n−1, then we report that there is no scaled
placement of P in contact with q containing the entire set S. If we find the region of depth n − 1, we then traverse
the boundary of this region in DP,q to find the highest point of the region that corresponds to the smallest scale of P
containing all the points. By Theorems 1 and 7 this region has complexity O(m), and can be traversed in this amount
of time.
In contrast, we show how this problem can be solved without any preprocessing.
Theorem 12. We can compute in O(n(logn + m)) time the smallest scale of P , if it exists, such that there is a
translation of P in contact with q and containing the entire point set S.
Proof. For every point v = q we compute the endpoints of the lower chain of its region. This is done in O(n logm)
time. We sort these 2(n−1) points according to their x coordinates in O(n logn) time, and compute in additional O(n)
time the straight segment s of maximum cover along the bottom of the diagram. If the maximum cover is less than
n−1, we return “False”. Otherwise, we compute the lower envelope of the region boundaries above s. We traverse the
lower envelope in O(m) time and return its highest point. This can be done in O(nm) time as follows. We initialize the
lower envelope to be the boundary of one region. From Theorem 7 we know that the complexity of the lower envelope
in every iterative step of the algorithm is O(m). In every step we update in O(m) time the lower envelope by a new
region boundary. The overall time complexity is O(n(log(nm)+m)) = O(n(logn+m)). 
The algorithm can use the convex hull of the point set instead of the point set itself. In this case we should replace
the term n with h, the complexity of the convex hull.
Theorem 13. We can compute in O(n logh + hm) time the smallest scale of P , if it exists, such that there is a
translation of P in contact with q and containing the entire point set S.
Proof. The best algorithm for computing the convex hull takes O(n logh) time [13], and thus the running time of the
algorithm becomes O(n logh+ h(logh+m)) = O(n logh+ hm). 
We can compute in O(n logh+ h2(logh+ m)) time the smallest scale of P , whose translation contains the entire
point set S. To do this, we compute the convex hull of S and apply the algorithm from the previous theorem on each
hull vertex.
Sharir and Toledo [15] showed that the problem of finding the placement of the largest homothetic copy of a convex
polygon P in another convex polygon Q, can be solved in O(K+N log2 N) time, where K and N are the complexities
of P and Q, respectively. We can compute the convex hull of the point set and call it P . We denote by h the size of the
convex hull of S. In our setting K = h and N = m. We then obtain a time complexity of O(n logh+ h+m log2 m) =
O(n logh+m log2 m). The first term comes from finding the convex hull of the point set, and the last two terms come
from the algorithm.
If h = (n), then our algorithm is faster only when n = O(log2 m). If h = O(√n), then our algorithm is faster
when n = O(m).
Theorem 14. Given a precomputed diagram DP,q , a scale α, and a point q , we can determine the maximum number
of points that can be contained by a copy of P in contact with q and scaled by α in O(n log (nm)) time.
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through which Lα passes. In particular, we compute the intersection of Lα with each region in O(logm) time per
region, for a total of O(n logm) time for all regions. We sort these at most 2n intersections in O(n logn) time, and
then find the deepest point along the line. The total time is O(n logn + n logm) = O(n log(nm)) if the diagram is
precomputed.
The problem can also be solved without using the precomputed translation–scale diagram.
Theorem 15. For a given scale α and a point q , we can determine the maximum number of points that can be
contained in a copy of P in contact with q and scaled by α in O(n log (nm)+m) time.
Proof. We spend O(m) time on preprocessing P . For every point v = q we compute the vector pointing from q to v
with length α, where α is the scale of the plane and not the scale of the polygon. Using a simple binary search, we find
the continuous portion of the lower chain of P in which this vector lies entirely in P . If we use the technique of [14],
this takes O(logm) time. Now we continue in a similar manner to the previous proof. The overall time complexity is
O(n log (nm)+m). 
In an early version of this paper [4] we showed that using the diagram, we can compute the smallest scale of P in
contact with q and containing at least k points in O(n(n + m) log (nm)) time. We now show that we can match this
bound without precomputing the diagram, and that we can even improve this result when using the diagram.
Theorem 16. Given a precomputed translation–scale diagram, we can compute the smallest scale of P in contact
with q and containing at least k points in O(n(n+m)) time.
Proof. We observe that given a vertex of the DCEL structure that describes the diagram and the depth of the cell
below (or above) it, we can traverse the neighboring cells and know their depths. This is true because when we reach
an intersection point while going down (resp., up), the depth increases (resp., decreases). Therefore, all we need is
a starting point and its depth. We can then traverse the entire DCEL structure searching for the cell with the highest
vertex among the cells with depth k. The starting point will simply be the highest vertex in the diagram, which will
be marked while the diagram is created, because we know its depth. The time needed to traverse the DCEL structure
is linear in size, that is, O(n(n+m)). 
Theorem 17. We can compute the smallest scale of P in contact with q and containing at least k points in O(n(n +
m) log (nm)) time.
We use a plane-sweep procedure as is done in [4]. Since we do not need to calculate the entire diagram, we will
not have the intersection points of the region boundaries. We will, therefore, have to calculate them on-line. We
initialize the event queue with all the boundary vertices of all regions. Whenever we reach an event, we check if
the new segment intersects its neighbors in the directions of the sweep. If it does, we add the intersection point to
the event queue. Obviously, we will have the same number of events as in the original algorithm. Every insertion
of an intersection point requires O(log e) time, where e is the number of events. In total, this takes O(e log e) time,
which is comparable with sorting the events. Thus, asymptotically we do not lose time and hence have the same time
complexity as in the original algorithm. In addition, in the beginning we have to first calculate the highest points of
the regions, and then on-line, calculate all the other boundary vertices. Calculating the highest points takes O(n logm)
time. Calculating every nonintersection event takes O(1) time, for a total of O(n(n+m) log (nm)). The same argument
that justifies not sorting the events in advance also holds here.
6. The translation–rotation diagram
Before describing in the next section the translation–scale–rotation diagram, we describe the translation–rotation
diagram as presented by Dickerson and Scharstein [7]. The latter diagram will help us understand the translation–
scale–rotation diagram. The aim of the former diagram is to help to solve the following problem.
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maximizes the number of points contained by ρ(P ). Report ρ and the subset of S contained by ρ(P ).
6.1. Outline of the approach
For each point qi ∈ S, one identifies all the transformations ρ of the polygon P that keep qi on its boundary.
These transformations are captured geometrically in the translation–rotation diagram. Every other point qj yields a
containing region in the diagram, which can be decomposed into O(m2) subregions whose boundary description is
of constant complexity, where m is the number of vertices of P . Then, to find the translation-stable placement of
P that contains the maximum number of points in S, one searches the arrangement of all containing regions using
a plane-sweep procedure. Note that the definition of a stable placement is identical to the definition in the previous
sections.
6.2. The diagram
Lemma 18. Let P be a convex polygon, q1, q2 two points, and τ1, τ2 the translations mapping the origin to the
points q1 and q2, respectively. For any point x, define τx = q2 − x as the translation that maps x to q2. Then,
x ∈ (τ1(P )∩ τ2(P )) if and only if τx(τ1(P )) contains both q1 and q2.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the claim of Lemma 18. This simple lemma tells us that the (at most) two intersection points
of two copies of the polygon P imply the two translation-stable placements of the polygon P for which both q1 and
q2 are on the boundary of P . Therefore, if we put the copies of P on q1 and q2 and rotate them in tandem, we find
all the translation-stable placements for which the points lie on the boundary of P . We map these placements to a
two-dimensional diagram. The diagram’s x and y axes represent the rotation and the translation, respectively, as in
the translation–scale diagram. Note that both axes of the diagram “wrap around”, i.e., topologically it is a torus. When
the two polygons are rotated, the translation-stable placements draw two x-monotone curves and form a containing
region. Every point in the containing region represents a translation–rotation couple of P for which both q1 and q2 are
covered by P . We can represent these two curves analytically. Fig. 7 shows a sample translation–rotation diagram [7,
Fig. 2]. The following claims are proven in [7]:
Lemma 19. The upper and lower curves bounding the decomposed region are sine curves of the form c1 + c2 sin(θ +
c3), for some constants c1, c2, c3 that depends only on the respective points.
Lemma 20. The boundary of a region consists of O(m2) portions of sine curves as in Lemma 19.
Fig. 6. [7, Fig. 1] Illustration of Lemma 18: τx = q2 − x yields a translation stable placement τx(τ1(P )) with respect to q1 and q2 if and only if
x ∈ (∂τ1(P )∩ ∂τ2(P )).
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6.3. Solving the translation–rotation problem
Using the translation–rotation diagram, Dickerson and Scharstein were able to solve the problem defined at the
beginning of this section. They first drew a translation–rotation diagram for a point qi . For each other point qj , they
computed the containing region Aqj . Using a plane-sweep procedure, they found a point in the diagram with maximum
depth. This point represents a translation and rotation of P for which qi lies on the boundary of P and a maximum
number of points are covered. They repeated the process for each point qi and reported the global optimum as the
answer for the problem.
7. The translation–scale–rotation diagram
7.1. Preface
Our next goal is to combine the two-dimensional diagram presented in Section 2, allowing scaling and translation,
with the two-dimensional diagram presented in [7] (and reviewed in Section 6), allowing rotation and translation. The
new entity will be a three-dimensional diagram that describes all the possibilities of covering S with P when we allow
translation, scaling, and rotation of P .
Conceptually, we could either extend the translation–scale diagram to the third (z) dimension (the height), where
the additional dimension represents rotations of P , or we could extend the translation–rotation diagram to the third
(z) dimension (the height), where the additional dimension represents scaling of P . Though the two options result in
the same diagram, we take the former approach. Starting with a translation–scale diagram, we consider what happens
when we rotate P slightly clockwise, that is, advance slightly along the z direction in the diagram. What will the new
translation–scale diagram look like after the polygon is rotated by some small angle ε? What happens when we sweep
through all rotations?
For ease of exposition we temporarily restrict our attention to only one region in the diagram. Suppose that there
are only two points in the point set, q and v, and we draw the region created for v in the translation–scale diagram of
q . Now rotate P clockwise by ε. Since P is rotated clockwise, −→qv hits the vertices of the upper chain earlier relative
to the x-coordinate of the hitting points before the rotation. Therefore, the vertices of the upper chain will move to the
left in the diagram. As we continue to rotate P , vertices of the upper chain will pass above vertices of the lower chain.
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the rightmost vertex of the lower chain becomes the rightmost vertex of the upper chain. That is, we have a rotation
through some angle with only continuous changes in the region for v, and then we hit a discrete point where there is
a topological change in the structure of the region, in which two vertices merge or the vertex on the x-axis “jumps”.
Then we have another range of continuous smooth changes through another angle. (One thing we want to do is to
count the number of these discrete structural changes.) Continuing to rotate P further, the translation–scale diagram
will scroll counter-clockwise. Note that as the vertices move to the left, their heights change as well.
If we fix the scale and consider the two-dimensional diagram spanned by the two other axes, we will obtain the
translation–rotation diagram (discussed in Section 6) for this scale. As the scale (of the plane) grows, there is less
freedom in translating and rotating the polygon P trying to cover the point v (while keeping q on the boundary of P ),
and hence the translation–rotation diagram shrinks. The deepest point in the three-dimensional diagram represents the
maximum scale of the plane (that is, the minimum scale of P ) that allows the coverage of v by P . The two other
coordinates specify the translation and rotation. In this configuration the points v and q lie at the two endpoints of the
diameter of the rotated version of P .
In the next section we describe the full diagram that is generated by all n points.
7.2. Properties
Define the structure of a translation–scale diagram to be the order of the vertices of the diagram according to their
x coordinates (along the translation axis of the diagram).
Theorem 21. A translation–scale–rotation diagram is made of (m2) slices, each of some thickness in the z-direction,
with different structures.
Proof. A change in the structure of the diagram is caused by rotating P such that if the vector −→qv originates from a
vertex of P , it points in the direction of another vertex of P . There are (m2) critical rotation angles of this type. As
we rotate the polygon a full cycle in a monotone fashion, we reach every angle exactly once. Therefore, no structure
can appear more than once, and the claim follows. 
Consider a vertex u of P . We will now describe its effect on the diagram. Let α be the angle between the two edges
of P that share u. Note that instead of rotating the polygon by θ we will rotate −→qv by −θ . In the course of this process
u draws a z-monotone curve.
For a given vertex u ∈ P , let us divide the z axis (the rotation) into four parts. In the first part u is on the lower
chain. This part is α-long and the height of the corresponding vertex in the diagram is the width of P in the direction
−→qv rotated by −θ and originating from u. In this part u draws a curve that is the concatenation of m simple curves.
Each simple curve represents the width of P as above, in a range of rotations: from the rotation in which −→qv points to
a vertex w ∈ P to the rotation in which it points to a neighbor of w.
In the second and fourth parts, each one of length π − θ , u is the rightmost and leftmost vertices of the region,
respectively. In the third part u is on the upper chain. This part is α-long and the height of the corresponding vertex in
the diagram is the width of P in the direction −→qv rotated by π − θ and originating from a point on the boundary of P
such that it points at u.
We locate the origin of the vector −→qv at u and start to rotate it. When it points to the inside of P , u is on the
lower chain. When it points outside of P , u is on the upper chain. In the transitions between those two parts, u is the
rightmost or leftmost vertex of the region. The height of the vertex is calculated as in the translation–scale diagram.
Note that both the first and the third parts are of the same height. The difference is that in the first part the x coordinate
is fixed, and in the third part the vertex moves from right to left as described above.
Consider a set of more than two points, and focus on how different regions in the diagram interact. Recall that the
rotation axis “wraps around”.
Theorem 22. If points v,w ∈ S are equidistant from q , then their regions are identical, except that one of them is a
shifted version of the other by  vqw along the rotation axis.
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then the polygon is rotated by 2π . The only difference between v and w is the relative orientation relative to q . 
If we move v away from q in the direction −→qv, then the region of v will be stretched up by d(v′, q)/d(v, q), where
v′ is the new location of v. The next theorem summarizes the above discussion on the complexity of a single region.
Theorem 23. The boundary of every region contains m curves, and each such curve is the concatenation of m simple
curves. Every transition point between two simple curves is shared by (i.e., the intersection of ) two curves. The total
complexity of all the boundary curves is (m2).
Proof. The first part of the theorem is a result of the discussion following Theorem 21. Each polygon vertex draws
one curve. The second part of the theorem is a corollary of the proof of Theorem 21. 
We already know that in a translation–scale diagram every two regions intersect at most once (see Theorem 4).
What happens to an intersection point in the three-dimensional diagram?
We focus on two segments s1 and s2 of the boundaries of two different regions. These segments intersect at a point
t . As we rotate the polygon s1 and s2 move, as does t while drawing a three–dimensional curve. We can compute the
movement of s1 and s2, so we can compute the curve drawn by t as well. After rotating the polygon enough, s1 and
s2 will cease intersecting. The options are: s1 will intersect a neighbor of s2, s2 will intersect a neighbor of s1, or a
neighbor of s1 will intersect a neighbor of s2. A new curve will be drawn starting from the endpoint of the last curve.
We bound the number of such events from above.
Theorem 24. Every intersection point of two regions draws a curve which is made of (m2) simple curves in the
worst case.
Proof. There are three types of events. The first event type is when s1 and s2 cease intersecting and one segment starts
intersecting a neighbor of the other one. The second event type is when s1 and s2 cease intersecting and a neighbor of
s1 starts intersecting a neighbor of s2. The third type is when the left edge of one region coincides (partially overlays)
with the right edge of the other. There are at most 2m events of the third type (two for each polygon vertex), so we
will focus on the first two types of events.
Consider the regions of two points v and w. The two regions are drawn using the vectors −→qv and −−→qw. Set α =  vqw.













where c1 is a constant.
Let V and W be the points on the boundary of P that are the intersection points of the vectors −→qv and −−→qw,
respectively, with P when they originate from Q. That is,W(Q,−→qv) = d(Q,V ) andW(Q,−−→qw) = d(Q,W). As we
rotate the polygon clockwise, and hence rotate the vectors counterclockwise, the point Q moves counterclockwise
and so do V and W .
When either V or W reaches a vertex of P , we find an event of the first type (see Fig. 8). In this figure only the two
segments on which Q and V lie are shown. We draw these segments as rays. The point W is fixed on a vertex of P ,
and β is the rotation angle. As we change β , Q and V will slide on their respective segments while obeying Eq. (2).
The following equation must hold:
W(Q,−→qv) = −(Wx −
Wy
tanβ ) · cγ = c1 · Wy = c1 ·W(Q,−−→qw), (3)
cos (α + β) sinβ
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Fig. 9. The second type of intersection.
where W = (Wx,Wy) and cγ are constants, and c1 is the constant of Eq. (2). Manipulating this equation shows that
tan (β) = Wy − c2 · cosα
Wx + c2 · sinα , (4)
which is a constant, where c2 = c1 ·Wy/cγ . Therefore, β is unique for the two segments containing Q and V .
As we rotate P , the points Q, V , and W move counter-clockwise. Both Q and V complete a full cycle passing
over m vertices. Whenever Q or V passes over a vertex u of P , we find a new point-vertex pair. This point will not
pass over u again, so there are at most 2m pairs of segments on which Q and V can lie for each vertex assignment for
W . The point Q can be assigned at most m − 1 distinct values (vertices). In other words, there are O(m) such events
for each vertex assignment of W . For each pair of segments s1, s2 and a vertex u ∈ P there is at most one assignment
for Q and V to s1 and s2, which locates W on u. (This follows from the uniqueness of β proven above.) Altogether,
we have at most 2m(m − 1) = (m2) events of this type. This upper bound is also attainable. For example, if P is a
regular polygon with internal angles δ = (m− 2)π/m, and α < (π − δ)/2 = π/m, we have (m2) events. The same
argument applies for V , so there are (m2) events of the first type in the worst case.
In the second event type Q is fixed on a vertex of P and we want to compute the number of events when V is an
edge of P and W is on another edge of P (see Fig. 9). The equation that is held in this case is:
W(Q,−→qv) = Qy
cosβ
= c1 · Qx
sin (α + β) · c
′
γ = c1 ·W(Q,−−→qw), (5)
where Q = (Qx,Qy). By simple manipulations we find that
tanβ = c1 ·Qx · c
′
γ − tanα, (6)Qy · cosα
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so there is a unique solution. We apply the same reasoning as above and conclude that there are (m2) events of
the second type in the worst case, and hence that there are altogether (m2) events in the worst case. The claim
follows. 
There is another type of event, a complex intersection point, in which four points are on the boundary of a copy of
the polygon. This event occurs when three regular intersection points coincide. Calculating these events is relatively
easy. Every intersection point has four other intersection points as immediate neighbors along the boundary regions.
A trivial upper bound on the number of these events is O(n3m4): we need to choose three points (the fourth is the
one used to build the diagram) and three polygon segments for these points. We were not able to obtain a better upper
bound.
We now show an example in which there are (n3m) such events. We will use a regular polygon with m = 4k
(k ∈ N) segments. By rotating it, we have k positions in which four segments are parallel to the major axes. These
segments will cover the four points. This will give us the factor (m). Refer to Fig. 10. We put n = 3j + 1 (j ∈ N)
points as follows. We place j points on the positive part of the y-axis. The points are infinitesimally close to each other,
about 1 unit distant from the origin. We put the second set of j close points around the location (0,−1). We put the
third set of j points around (−1,0). (At least one of the points of this set is at distance larger than 1 from the origin.)
The single point that is used to build the diagram is put at distance one from the origin, rotated counterclockwise by
the angle β from the positive x-axis. By choosing a point from each set, we obtain four points that will be on the
boundary of the polygon. The vertical distance between the upper and lower points is about 2. The horizontal distance
between the right and left points is 1 + ε + cosβ , where ε is infinitesimally close to zero. Instead of rotating the
polygon we will rotate the points by the angle α. We choose α, making the horizontal and vertical distances equal,
which enables us to cover the points. After rotating the points, the vertical distance is 2 cosα. The horizontal distance
is (1 + ε) cosα + cos (α + β). Thus,
(1 − ε) cosα = cos (α + β), (7)
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tanα = cotβ + (ε − 1)/ sinβ. (8)
If β is small, then α is small too. So even when m is big and every polygon segment is short, we can choose β such
that the segments are long enough to cover the points.
Now we are ready to state the complexity of the translation–scale–rotation diagram of a polygon P with m vertices
with respect to a set S of n points. The diagram is made of n three-dimensional regions, the boundary of each of
which contains (m2) simple curves sharing their endpoints (Theorem 23). The regions intersect each other O(n2)
times. The intersection of two regions is bounded by the xz-surface and by the boundaries of the two regions. The
intersection of the boundaries is the concatenation of (m2) simple curves in the worst case (Theorem 24). Altogether,
we have O(n2m2) simple curves, and O(n2m2) vertices. We know from Theorem 5 that the number of intersections
between regions is (n2) in the worst case. However, the total complexity of the diagram is dominated by the number
of complex intersection points. In conclusion, we have:
Theorem 25. For any convex m-gon and set of m points, the complexity of the translation–scale–rotation diagram is
O(n3m4) (and (n3m) in the worst case).
8. Computing the translation–scale–rotation diagram
We build a translation–scale diagram at z = 0 (the original orientation). Then we use a sweep procedure to build
the rest of the diagram. For each region vertex and intersection point we compute the next simple curve and the
next event. Whenever there is a change in an intersection point, e.g., a simple curve ends and another curve starts,
we check if it coincides with its neighbors. At any point in time there are O(n(n + m)) events in the event queue:
one for each translation–scale vertex and two for each translation–scale intersection (the intersection point and the
closest four-point intersection point involving this intersection point). There are O(nm2) region-vertex events, O(nm2)
structure-change events, O(n2m2) region-intersection events, and O(n3m4) complex intersection events, for a total of
O(n3m4) events. Each event is handled in O(log (nm)) time because it involves performing local computations on
one or two simple curves and standard operations on the event queue. Every event causes the insertion of another
event to the event queue. This takes O(log (nm)) time for each event. The time complexity of the sweep is, therefore,
O(n3m4 log (nm)). In conclusion,
Theorem 26. For a convex polygon P and point q ∈ S, where |P | = m and |S| = n, we can construct a full (explicit)
description of the translation–scale–rotation diagram in O(n3m4 log (nm)) time.
Although we can build the entire diagram, this may be redundant for some applications. According to Theorem 22,
we can build a region for a point that is one unit to the right of q . Then, all the real regions can be computed on-demand
from this region. Even this region does not have to entirely be computed. Our description of the diagram will include
one translation–scale diagram with only one region for a point one unit to the right of q , and the sorted set of O(m2)
critical rotation angles (as defined in Theorem 21).
Building this data structure takes O(m2 + n) time. This is also the amount of space that this algorithm requires.
9. Geometric applications of the translation–scale–rotation diagram
We now describe a few geometric applications of the translation–scale–rotation diagram. We show how to solve
some of the problems presented in Section 5 when all three degrees of freedom are allowed.
Theorem 27. The smallest scale of P , if there exists a translated and rotated version of P in contact with q and
containing the entire point set S, can be computed in O(n3m4 log (nm)) time.
Proof. Define the count of a point t in the translation–scale–rotation diagram to be the number of regions that contain
t , including regions that have t on their boundaries. Since t represents a translation–scale–rotation of P , the count of
t is the number of points covered by P when it is translated, scaled, and rotated according to t .
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we will compute the counts of each region vertex and intersection point. We will also compute the count of each
region vertex and intersection point that we will reach in the course of computing the diagram. The result will be the
extreme point along the scale direction among these points with count n− 1. 
Theorem 28. For a given scale α and a point q , the maximum number of points that can be contained in a copy of P
in contact with q and scaled by α can be determined in O(nk2m2 log (km)) time, where k is the maximum of contained
points.
Proof. We scale the polygon by α and provide it as input to the algorithm described in [7, Theorem 2]. 
Note that if the full diagram is given, we can also solve this problem by traversing the diagram along the z-axis and
keeping the status of the line at scale = α within the sweep-plane. Since all the simple curves are y-monotone, each
simple curve intersects the plane scale = α (and hence, its intersection with the swept plane) at most once. Therefore,
the time complexity of the algorithm is the time needed to traverse the diagram. The time needed to traverse the
diagram is comparable to its complexity, so the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n3m4).
Theorem 29. Given a precomputed translation–scale–rotation diagram and a point q , the smallest scale of P in
contact with q and containing at least k points can be computed in O(n3m4) time.
Proof. We apply the following algorithm (see also Theorem 16). Define the count of a point t in the translation–
scale–rotation as in the proof of Theorem 27. We observe that given a vertex of the DCEL structure that describes
the diagram and the depth of a cell near it, we can traverse the neighboring cells and know their depths. Therefore,
all we need is a starting point and its count. We traverse the diagram starting from a point with a count of 1, which
was computed while building the diagram. Whenever we reach a region vertex or an intersection point we compute
its count. We consider all the points with a count of at least k and return the one that represents the smallest scale
(the one with highest y-value). The time needed to traverse the diagram is comparable to its complexity, so the time
complexity of this algorithm is O(n3m4). 
We are not aware of any algorithm that can solve the problem more efficiently and without building the diagram
explicitly.
10. Conclusion
In this paper we present the translation–scale diagram and show how to use it for solving several optimization
problems of placing a convex polygon, when translation and scaling of it are allowed, so that a point set or a subset of
it is contained in the polygon. We also show (in some cases) how to search the diagram without explicitly computing
it.
We also describe a new diagram: the translation–scale–rotation diagram. This diagram is a combination of the
translation–scale diagram and the translation–rotation diagrams. We describe some properties of this new diagram
and explain how to build it. We show how this diagram helps us to solve a few problems.
There are several issues for future research:
(1) In Section 4 we compute the translation–scale diagram by using a few different algorithms. One of these algo-
rithms uses Balaban’s line-segment intersection algorithm [1] in order to find all the intersection points of the
regions. We provided all the O(nm) segments of our diagram as the input to this algorithm. We suspect that there
exists a more efficient method for finding those intersections. Balaban showed that we can find the intersections
of a set of any two-dimensional objects in the claimed time as long as we can perform the following operations
on these objects in O(1) time:
• Given an object and a vertical line, find their intersection point.
• Given a vertical strip and a pair of objects, determine whether or not the objects intersect within the strip.
162 G. Barequet et al. / Computational Geometry 39 (2008) 143–162The aim may be to regard an entire region as one object. The first requirement is simple in our case: while
computing the regions we can create a data-structure that will answer these queries in O(1) time. Creating this
data-structure will not change the time complexity of computing the regions. The second requirement is more
difficult and we are not aware of any way to conform to it. However, our objects (regions) have some special
properties; for example, they are x-monotone. One needs to check whether it is possible to refine Balaban’s
algorithm to fit our needs.
(2) Closing the gap between the lower and upper bounds in Theorem 25.
(3) In Theorem 28 we show how to solve a covering problem when the scale is given. We do this in two different
ways: using the algorithm of [7] and using our translation–scale–rotation diagram. We propose to check whether
it is possible to improve on our solution by not computing the entire diagram but rather traversing the diagram
only at the vicinity of the plane scale = α.
(4) The natural (but probably not so simple-to-implement) extension to this work is generalizing the discussion to
three dimensions. That is, exploring a host of problems in which one would like to cover a set of points in space
with a convex polyhedron, while allowing the translation, scaling, and/or rotation of the polyhedron.
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